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Abstract—In a wind turbine generator (WTG), the behaviour
of the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) under weak grid conditions
becomes complex and requires nonlinear analysis to assess the
WTG control performance and system stability. This paper
introduces a quasi-static reduced-order VSC-grid model of a
WTG and evaluates its performance for large-signal disturbances such as changes in current set points and grid short
circuit ratio. The time-domain expression for a synchronous
reference frame PLL is considered with its nonlinearity intact.
Based on the analytical model, a V-δ mechanism is established
to identify the PLL synchronisation instability events relevant
to a WTG operation. Further, for PLL stable operation, a
globally valid stability boundary is discussed. The complex
nonlinear PLL dynamics are addressed using phase portraits,
where it is shown that the results have direct implications on
robust PLL gain tuning guidelines.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As a result of the rapid technological development of
renewable power generations such as wind turbines and solar
panels, more grid-interfaced power electronic converters are
being deployed to serve the power demand. However, unlike
fossil fuel power plants based on synchronous machines,
the power converter interfaced generations exhibit complex
transient behaviour under grid disturbances [1][2]. Hence,
to ensure the uninterrupted operation and stability of the
modern power systems, renewable power plants must maintain synchronism with the grid even under inevitable grid
disturbances.
In a WTG, the information about the instantaneous grid
voltage, phase angle and frequency is obtained from the
Phase Locked Loop (PLL), which is of vital importance
to maintain synchronism and stable operation of the WTG
[3]. However, the behaviour of the PLL under weak grid
conditions becomes complex which can not be represented
by simplified linear PLL models. This presents the importance of considering the PLL nonlinear characteristics and
the subsequent need for analytical methods for its analysis
under weak grid conditions.
The PLL is modeled together with the WTG grid side converter. The linearised model-based approach, such as eigenvalue analysis [4]-[6] or impedance-based stability analysis
[7]-[9], assumes the entire system (including WTG grid side
converter and the connected power system) has a linear
behavior under small disturbances, and synchronization is
enforced within the vicinity of the operating point. As a
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result, the stability of the system cannot be valid under large
disturbances or increased nonlinearity of the system.
Conversely, the nonlinear approach to stability includes
large-signal disturbance and can provide global asymptotic
stability conclusions [10]-[14]. The traditional Lyapunov
method [10] can be used to evaluate the nonlinear stability
of a WTG system, wherein an energy function can be
developed, such that a decrease in energy results in the state
trajectories to converge at an equilibrium point. However,
due to the absence of a generalised methodology, it is
difficult to develop an energy function for an arbitrary system
of equations. In [11], the transient stability based on the
equal-area criterion is evaluated and presents that during
transients, the PLL is destabilized by large disturbances in
the grid.
In [12], the PLL differential equation is represented as
a dissipative Hamiltonian system that provides a better
understanding of the nonlinear dynamics. An analytical approach based on describing function and generalized Nyquist
criterion is proposed in [13], where the nonlinear components are represented by approximated describing function
to estimate the sub-synchronous oscillations. The concept
of the Passivity index is used in [14], which quantifies the
excess or shortage of passivity of a nonlinear WTG system,
which is closely associated with stability.
The nonlinear stability methods described in [10]-[14]
need detailed converter and network models including nonlinear components such as saturation, dead-band, etc. which
adds to the computation burden. The existing literature is
also lacking in systematic PLL transient synchronization stability assessment methods, considering the nonlinear effects
of the system. The main contribution in this paper includes
(1) introduction to a quasi-static reduced-order model of the
WTG system and evaluation of its performance for largesignal disturbances under weak grid conditions, (2) establish
the V-δ mechanism to identify the PLL instability events
relevant to a WTG operation, and (3) quantify the PLL stable
operating boundary valid globally.
II. W IND TURBINE MODEL
The system under study is a grid side converter of type4 WTG, whose schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1. It
is considered that the current is controlled on the converter
side inductance, while the filter bus voltage is measured for
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synchronizing the VSC with the grid through the PLL. The
control diagram of the synchronous reference frame PLL
used is presented in Fig. 2, and the set of system and control
parameters as per [15] are listed in Table I.

Fig. 3.

Reduced order VSC-grid system for stability analysis.

source (s1) can be written as,
vfs1 =

Fig. 1. Single-line diagram of a grid-connected VSC using the typical
vector current control.

0
Zf (ωn )
· Vs 6 θg ⇒ kv (ωn ) · Vs 6 ∆θg
Zf (ωn ) + Zs (ωn )
(2)

where, kv (ωn ) = abs(Zf (ωn )/[Zf (ωn ) + Zs (ωn )]),
0
∆θg = (θg + 6 Zf (ωn )/[Zf (ωn ) + Zs (ωn )]) and ωn is
the nominal grid frequency. Considering dq transform where
phase A vector is initially aligned to d-axis, the q-component
of vfs1 derived in (2) can be written as,
0

vfs1,q = kv (ωn ) · Vs · sin(∆θg − ∆θP LL )

Fig. 2.

Block diagram of the SRF-PLL.

TABLE I
S YSTEM
Symbol
Sb
Vs
Vdc
f0
fsw
fs
R c , Xc
Rtf , Xtf
Rf , Xcf
R g , Xg
Kcc
Kpll

AND CONTROL PARAMETERS IN

Description
Rated power
Nominal grid voltage (L-N, pk)
DC-link voltage
Rated frequency
Switching frequency
Sampling frequency
Converter-side inductor (pu)
Grid-side inductor (pu)
Filter capacitor (pu)
Grid impedance
Current controller Kp Ki
Initial PLL design of Kp Ki

Similarly, from Fig. 3, the vf due to the current source (s2)
can be simply expressed as the voltage drop across Zs . In
general, from static analysis of the dynamic current equation
of an impedance Z(= R + j · X), the q-axis voltage can be
obtained as,

F IG . 1.

Value
12 MVA
p
690 2/3 V
1.38 kV
50 Hz
2950 Hz
2 ·fsw
0.005, 0.105
0.005, 0.1
0.03, 0.075
SCR=3&1.2, X/R=20
0.2, 5
0.1, 10

0

0

vzq = R · iq + X · id
0

Based on the principle of reduced-order modelling, the
fast dynamics of a system can be neglected when studying
the impact of slow dynamics [16]. Since the bandwidth of
the inner current loop is much higher than that of the PLL,
the grid side converter can be simplified as a controlled
current source which precisely follows the current reference
as shown in Fig. 3.
As per Fig. 2, the dynamic equation of the PLL is,
Z
∆θP LL = (Kp + Ki ∫ ) · vfq
(1)
where, Kp and Ki are the proportional and integral gain
of the PI regulator, respectively. While vfq represents the qaxis component of the filter bus voltage in PLL coordinates.
From Fig. 3, vfq could be simply expressed by superposition
principle, as the voltage contributed from the voltage source
and the current source, simultaneously. The vf due to voltage

(4)

0

where, id and iq are dq-axis current through Z. Therefore,
if id and iq are the converter reference currents, based on (4)
and current divider formula, the q-component of vfs2 can be
written as,
vfs2,q = kc (ωc ) · [Rs · iq + Xs (ωc ) · id ]

(5)

where, kc (ωc ) = Zf (ωc )/[Zf (ωc ) + Zs (ωc )], and ωc is
the PLL frequency. Subsequently, the filter bus voltage vfq
can be written as,
vfq = vfs1,q + vfs2,q

A. Quasi-static reduced order model

(3)

(6)

Substituting (3), (5) and (6) into (1), and defining δ =
0
(∆θP LL − ∆θg ) yields,
Z
∆θP LL = (Kp + Ki ∫ ) · (−kv (ωn ) · Vs sin δ
+ kc (ωc ) · [iq Rs + id Xs (ωc )]) (7)
Thus, the second-order PLL considering the reduced
VSC–grid model can be characterized by (7) and can be
drawn as per Fig. 4.

Fig. 4.

Equivalent diagram of the reduced VSC–grid model.
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B. System Equilibrium points
1) Existence of Equilibrium points: The PLL synchronisation stability of the reduced order VSC–grid model
described in (7) requires the existence of equilibrium points,
i.e. at steady-state (6) must be zero (vfq = 0), leading to
kv (ωn ) · Vs sin δ = kc (ωc ) · [iq Rs + id Xs (ωc )]

(8)

The analytical expression in (8) could be graphically
analysed as per Fig. 5a, where it is evident that the existence
of the solution of (8) requires
| kv (ωn ) · Vs | ≥ | kc (ωc ) · [iq Rs + id Xs (ωc )] |

(9)

For an operating condition, there exist two equilibrium
points, ’a’ and ’b’. The equilibrium points are affected by
the active current and reactive current, the grid impedance,
and the grid voltage magnitude (only electrical quantities not
controller gains). The PLL synchronisation instability will be
inevitable if there is no equilibrium point, also it may occur
if system is attracted to point ’b’ in Fig. 5a.
2) Local Stability of Equilibrium Point: Before analysing
the transient stability of the reduced order VSC–grid model,
one must assure that the system is small-signal stable at the
equilibrium points ’a’ and ’b’, as in Fig. 5a. This is done
by checking the eigenvalues of the linearized state matrix of
the system.
The linear approximation of the model described in (7),
where the higher-order terms are neglected, reduces to



 
rpi
˙
rpi
0 − | kv | Kipll Vs cos(6 kv − θpll0 )
=
1 − | kv | Kppll Vs cos(6 kv − θpll0 ) ∆θpll
∆θ˙pll

 
Kipll Xs kc Kipll Rs kc id
+
Kppll Xs kc Kppll Rs kc iq
(10)
rpi is the state variable of the PI regulator, θpll0 is the
steady state PLL angle, while other parameters are as per
section II-A. Considering a current reference of id = 13kA
and iq = −1.5kA, the eigenvalues for state matrix in
(10) with varying grid impedance is illustrated in Fig. 5b.
Qualitative change within system refers to the shift that
occurs when a system goes from one attractor state through
an instability into a different attractor state.
From Fig. 5, it is seen that for point ’a’ the eigenvalues
are complex with negative real part. On the other hand, for
point ’b’ the eigenvalues are real with one positive and one
negative value. As per linear system theory, stability can only
be guaranteed for equilibrium points having eigenvalues with
strictly negative real part. Hence, if the system is attracted
to the point ’b’, the system is unstable, whereas at point ’a’
the system is always stable. However, linear analysis cannot
quantify the domain of attraction, i.e. if the initial condition
is very far from point ’a’, the stability is still not guaranteed.
C. Short circuit ratio vs Damping ratio
From Fig. 4, the linearized closed-loop transfer function
of the reduced VSC-grid model can be written as,
M1
∆δ
= 2
∆vfq
s + M2 s + M3

(11)

Fig. 5. (a) Existence of equilibrium points, (b) Eigenvalue analysis with
varing grid impedance. Equilibrium point ’a’ is a stable focus, i.e stable
point. Whereas, the equilibrium point ’b’ is a saddle node, i.e unstable
point.

M1, M2 and M3 are shown in (12)
M1 = (Kppll s + Kipll ) · (Vs kv,δ0 − kc,δ0 [iq Rs + id Xs ])
M2 = Kppll · (Vs kv,δ0 − kc,δ0 [iq Rs + id Xs ])
M3 = Kipll · (Vs kv,δ0 − kc,δ0 [iq Rs + id Xs ])
(12)
where, kv,δ0 = kv (ωδ0 ), kc,δ0 = kc (ωδ0 ) and δ0 is the PLL
angle equilibrium point. From (11), the damping ratio of the
second order system that varies with operating conditions is
given by,
M2
ζ= √
2 M3
p
Kppll (Vs kv,δ0 − kc,δ0 [iq Rs + id Xs ])
p
=
2 Kipll

(13)

Under the assumption of a stable grid voltage, the shortcircuit ratio (SCR) defines the magnitude of the line current
and the grid impedance values [17], and can be expressed
as
3Vs2
Vs
Vs kv,δ0
=
⇒
Zs · Sb
IL · Zs
kc,δ0 [iq Rs + id Xs (ωc )]
(14)
where Sb is the output power of the grid-connected
converter. Substituting (14) into (13), the damping ratio can
be expressed as (15), where the variation of damping with
SCR is shown in Fig. 6.
q
1
Kppll (1 − SCR
)
q
ζ=
(15)
Kipll
2 Vs kv,δ
SCR =

0

Fig. 6, shows that when the SCR drops below 1.5, the
system damping drops sharply. This is extremely detrimental
to the stability of the reduced VSC-grid model.
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leads the system to either b/c (stable) or beyond b’/c’ (unstable). The sequence of the events described is as follows,

Fig. 6. Damping ratio of reduced VSC-grid model versus SCR, Kppll =
0.1 and Kipll = 10. Optimal damping at SCR = 8.

III. TRANSIENT STABILITY ANALYSIS
Even though a system is locally stable at the equilibrium
points, it is far from certain that the system will converge
to this stable point considering a large disturbance. In this
paper, large disturbances in the filter bus voltage are caused
by changes in the grid-side impedance or changes in the
WTG reference current.

1) Post disturbance, if the output frequency of the PLL
recovers to the grid frequency before reaching b’/c’,
then the PLL retraces the kv (ωn )Vs sinδ curve and
reaches b/c after several cycles of oscillation, resulting
in a stable system.
2) Conversely, if the output frequency of the PLL is
below the grid frequency as it reaches b’/c’. Then, the
output frequency keeps decreasing beyond b’/c’, and
the system eventually loses synchronism with the grid.
The loss of synchronism could be either represented as the
red curve, which is similar to the conventional ’first swing
angle instability’, or the blue curve which corresponds to the
’multi-swing angle instability’ discussed in [17]. A detailed
analysis is carried out in the following section.

A. Model validation
Before carrying out the transient stability analysis, the
time response of the reduced VSC-grid model must be
validated against the detailed WTG model as described in
Fig. 1 and Table 1. The q-axis voltage at the filter bus and
the angle tracked by the PLL are presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
Unstable PLL synchronisation scenario: (a) higher operating
point, (b) lower operating point. Instability classified as 1st or multi swing
instability.

C. Phase plane analysis

Fig. 7. Detailed simulation model vs Reduced order analytical model:
q-axis filter bus voltage and the angle tracked by the PLL.

Post disturbance, it can be observed that the time response
of the reduced VSC-grid model is somewhat similar to
that of the detailed VSC model. During transients, a highfrequency oscillation is seen in the filter bus voltage for the
detailed VSC model, which is determined as the LC natural
frequency. This high frequency is not reflected in the reduced
model, hence, it can be deduced that the derived model is
valid for low-frequency instability events. The angle tracked
by the PLL is exactly the same for both the models.
B. Identification of Unstable PLL synchronisation events,
and its boundary
There are two scenarios of PLL transient synchronization
instability. Fig. 8a represents the scenario when the operating
point is high (lower margin between b and b’). Whereas, Fig.
8b represents the scenario when the operating point is low
(higher margin between c and c’). For both scenarios, the
system initially operates at ’a’, and then a large disturbance

Instead of individually analysing several time-domain
simulations, one can use phase portraits to analyze a large
amount of different initial conditions and graphically visualize the trajectory of each solution in the phase-plane. In this
paper, the initial conditions are perturbed by sweeping the
PLL gains. From this, one can determine the required PLL
tuning for the system to survive a large-signal disturbance.
1) Scenario 1: In Fig. 9 and 10, the trajectories of the
system under high grid impedance and large converter current jump is visualized for different values of PLL controller
gain. A short circuit ratio of 1.2 (X/R=20) is considered with
a current jump (rise time ≈ 5ms) of 1kA to 13kA.
In the figures, the color code indicates varying PLL gains
as one goes from blue towards red. Four stages of operation
can be observed in scenario-1. For low values of Kp or
higher values of Ki, the system is found to be unstable. This
is also validated from (15), where it can be established that
low values of Kp or higher values of Ki, results in lower
damping. Fig. 9b and 9c, represents the first swing angle
instability and multi-swing angle instability, respectively. It
must be noted that from small-signal analysis, for the PLL
controller gains stated in Fig. 9b and 9c, the instability is
not observed. Yet, as shown in Fig. 9b and 9c, the system
is transiently unstable. Hence, a nonlinear analysis must be
used to detect this event.
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Fig. 9. Phase portrait for scenario-1: increasing Kppll (blue to red). (a) 0.05 to 2 times Kppll , (b) Stage-1: 0.05 to 0.26 times Kppll , (c) Stage-2:
0.28 to 0.36 times Kppll , (d) Stage-3: 0.38 to 0.50 times Kppll , and (e) Stage-4: 0.52 to 2 times Kppll .

Fig. 10. Phase portrait for scenario-1: decreasing Kipll (blue to red). (a) 3 to 0.16 times Kipll , (b) Stage-1: 3 to 2.88 times Kipll , (c) Stage-2: 2.83
to 2.69 times Kipll , (d) Stage-3: 2.64 to 2 times Kipll , and (e) Stage-4: 1.9 to 0.16 times Kipll .

The cause of first swing angle instability is mainly due
to higher operating point, such that a large disturbance
directly pushes the system beyond the stability boundary
b’/c’. Whereas, the cause of multi swing angle instability is
mainly due to improper tuning of the PLL controller gains.
Further, Fig. 9d represents the condition when the system
is oscillatory, i.e. several cycles of oscillation is observed
before the system stabilises to an equilibrium. The frequency
of the oscillation observed is approx. 9 Hz. Finally, Fig.
9e resembles a stable focus, where with higher values of
Kp, lower settling time is observed, i.e. the system reaches
equilibrium quickly. A similar set of phase portraits is seen
in Fig. 10 a-e.
2) Scenario 2: In scenario-2, a short circuit ratio of 3
(X/R=20) is considered with a current jump (rise time ≈
5ms) of 1kA to 13kA. Similarly, the trajectories of the
system are visualized for different values of PLL controller
gain. From Fig. 11 and 12, it is seen that compared to
scenario-1, only three stages of operation is observed. Since
the operating point is lower, first swing angle instability is
not observed. The observations in the rest of the stages are
similar to the discussion presented in scenario-1.
D. Time-domain verification of Phase plane plots
To conclude that the phase-plane analysis of the reduced
VSC-grid model provides a valid stability conclusion for
the detailed WTG grid converter model described in Fig. 1

and Table 1, the time-domain simulation of two instabilities,
namely first swing angle instability in scenario-1 and multiswing angle instabilty in scenario-2 is shown in Fig 13 and
Fig. 14, respectively. The Kppll and Kipll values are taken
from the respective phase portraits and used in the detailed
WTG model to validate the results. The simulation results are
divided into three subfigures with q-axis filter bus voltage,
∆θpll and converter reference currents id and iq representing
the large signal disturbance.
In Fig. 13, it can be clearly seen that the large current jump
results in the ∆θpll to cross the stability boundary (∆θpll =
2.35rad) in first swing. Subsequently, the time at which the
∆θpll escapes, the q-axis filter bus voltage destabilises.
Similarly, in Fig. 14, it can be seen that the large current
jump results in the ∆θpll to heavily oscillate (multi swing),
and thereafter crosses the stability boundary (∆θpll =
2.35rad). Subsequently, the time at which the ∆θpll escapes,
the q-axis filter bus voltage destabilises.
E. Recommendation for PLL synchronisation reliability
From the previous analysis, it is shown that for a large
disturbance, the system transient stability depends on several
factors such as X/R ratio of the grid, voltage at the grid
bus, impedance of the WTG transformer and LCL filter,
and operating point of the WTG. Despite several factors, a
system designer often has some information such as bounds
on the short-circuit ratio and the typical design of the WTG.
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Fig. 11. Phase portrait for scenario-2: increasing Kppll (blue to red). (a) 0.05 to 2 times Kppll , (b) Stage-1: 0.05 to 0.11 times Kppll , (c) Stage-2:
0.13 to 0.30 times Kppll , and (d) Stage-3: 0.32 to 2 times Kppll .

Fig. 12. Phase portrait for scenario-2: decreasing Kipll (blue to red). (a) 3 to 0.16 times Kipll , (b) Stage-1: 3 to 2.82 times Kipll , (c) Stage-2: 2.69
to 2.50 times Kipll , and (d) Stage-3: 2.44 to 0.16 times Kipll .

Fig. 13.
Results from detailed simulation model. First swing angle
instability in scenario-1 (SCR=3) with 0.05 times Kppll .

Fig. 14.
Results from detailed simulation model. Multi swing angle
instability in scenario-2 (SCR=1.2) with 0.2 times Kppll .

From the study it shows that it is possible with the reduced
VSC-grid model to select a set of PLL controller parameters
to ensure PLL synchronisation reliability.
Further, it was proven that higher values of Kppll and
lower values of Kipll can enhance system stability if equilibrium points exists. Where, the lower bound on Kppll or
upper bound on Kipll can be decided based on distance from
stability boundary as shown in the phase portrait analysis.
However, it is also important to put an upper limit on Kppll
and lower limt on Kipll .
Fig. 15 presents the bode plot of the reduced VSC-grid

model obtained from (11). Blindly increasing the Kppll to
stabilise the system naturally increases the PLL bandwidth.
Higher PLL bandwidth is undesirable because of the limited bandwidth of the inner current controller. Under such
circumstance, instability may occur when the time constants
between the two loops are comparable. On the other hand,
decreasing Kipll is a prominent way of increasing the system
stability. However one must be also careful, so that the time
constants of the outer voltage loop and PLL does not become
comparable.
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3) The PLL synchronisation instability could be extended
for fault analysis for the WTG. Wherein, the dynamics
of the fault current contributed from the WTG and the
grid codes must be considered.
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Fig. 15. Bode plots: (a) increasing Kppll , (b) decreasing Kipll . Bold
blue line represents a illustrative current controller bode plot.
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